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The branch is currently fighting for the 
reinstatement of Iain Yell, a member and 
rep in Benefits & Credits who was dis-
missed in what we contend was a discrim-
inatory application of the department’s 
attendance management policy. 

Iain suffers from depression, and his ab-
sences over the last two years were all 
related to his condition. They weren’t par-
ticularly high, even compared to some 
others without any mental health condi-
tion, and were in fact tapering off due to 
Iain’s efforts in consultation with his GP to 
better manage his condition. 

Despite this, the department refused to 
recognise any significant amount of his 
absences as disability related sick ab-

sence (DRSA), thus discounting it for at-
tendance management purposes in line 
with HMRC policy. The amount classed as 
DRSA wasn’t even a quarter of all the 
absences actually related to his disability. 

Local reps are pursuing an Employment 
Tribunal for Iain, on the grounds that his 
dismissal amounts to a case of discrimina-
tion arising from disability. 

However, the branch is also pursuing a 
public campaign for his reinstatement 
because his case is just one example of a 
wider malaise in the department. Iain has 
agreed for his case to be publicised (and 
we wouldn’t make any case public without 
the explicit agreement of the member 

concerned) to challenge the department 
on this practice. 

There is a culture, far too widespread, 
wherein the highest levels of management 
view Annual Working Days Lost (AWDL) 
as a strict target, to be driven down by any 
means necessary. Inevitably, it is disabled 
people and people with disabilities who 
find themselves most often at the sharp 
end of the practices that result. 

Any member facing management action 
as a result of their sick absence should 
seek support from a rep immediately. 

You can sign the petition for Iain’s rein-
statement at: you.38degrees.org.uk/
petitions/reinstate-iain-yell 
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PCS demands: Reinstate Iain Yell 

Campaign to challenge sick absence discrimination in the department 

One percent 

“Ultimately, if the one per cent pay award 
overshadows every other aspect of work-
ing for HMRC for you, then there's little I 
can do to change that,” Lin Homer said in 
a comment under the Newsroom an-
nouncement of the pay award. 

She’s right. It’s disappointing, but why let 
it overshadow all the great things about 
working for HMRC? The £20,000 annual 
bonus. The £75,000 pension benefits. 
Don’t they make your salary being largely 
unchanged easier to bear? 

Well, perhaps they do. But then we don’t 
get any of that. It’s reserved for Lin and 
her ExCom chums, and since they’re 
earning six figures anyway it hardly mat-
ters that it’s not gone up. 

For the rest of us, the question is far sim-
pler: are we content with crumbs from the 
table, or will we fight for a better deal?  

 
Well, we can’t see 

what all the fuss is 

about pay… 

Up in ExCom’s ivory tower: 
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‘Trigger’ points – HMRC guidance offers consideration points as 
a prompt for managers to consider whether there is a concern. 
These should not be treated as ‘triggers’ and a mechanistic ap-
proach should not be used. There is a culture in certain parts of 
the department where hitting the consideration points means that 
you are put on a Stage 1, Stage 2, etc. 

Discussion of concerns – A discussion of concerns should take 
place when your manager has reasons to believe that there is 
some underlying issue affecting your attendance. This is not a 
‘formal’ process and staff are never ‘on’ a discussion of concerns 
as they might be on a Stage 1. 

Moreover, no matter how long the absence, if there is no reason 
to believe it will be repeated (for example if it was due to an acci-
dent rather than an ongoing illness) then there is no credible 
cause for concern. 

Support and individual circumstances – The aim of a discus-
sion of concerns should be to find a way to resolve problems in-
formally in order to hopefully avoid the formal process. Individual 
circumstances should always be fully considered, and the con-
cerns should be based on the individual’s health and wellbeing 
rather than, for example, whether the average working days lost 
on a section are viewed as being too high. 

Reasonable adjustments – The aim of a reasonable adjustment 
is to address the disadvantage a worker is put at due to having a 
particular impairment or disability. It should, as far as practicable, 
put the worker on a level playing field with a worker who doesn’t 
have that disability. It does not stop the worker having the disabil-
ity and having to deal with it in day to day life. 

DRSA and DAL – Disability Related Sick Absence (DRSA) is 
sickness absence which management disregards for attendance 

management purposes as a reasonable adjustment. Disability 
Adjustment Leave (DAL) is time off given specifically for medical 
appointments related to a disability. 

Managers should discuss with staff how much DRSA or DAL they 
will apply for given absences with staff. This should be based 
upon individual circumstances and what is reasonable rather than 

any kind of target or pre-imposed limit. 

Disability – A disability is defined in law as a physical or mental 
impairment that has a ‘substantial’ and ‘long-term’ negative effect 
on your ability to do normal daily activities. This includes mental 
health issues such as depression, anxiety, etc, as well as physical 
impairments. 

Stress Reduction Plan – A Stress Reduction Plan is a tool that a 
manager can use to help reduce the effects of work related 
stress, where possible. This should be done in discussion with the 
jobholder, to identify causes of stress in the workplace and possi-
ble measures to reduce or remove the stress. Such measures are 
reasonable adjustments, but they do not preclude other adjust-
ments being necessary outside of the plan. 

Reasonable Adjustment Passport – A Reasonable Adjustment 
Passport (RAP) is an easy way for the department to keep track 
of the reasonable adjustments that members require even if they 
move managers, without having to start from scratch when you 
join a new team. 

The passport should be agreed between the manager and the 
jobholder, and we would stress that anybody unsure about any-
thing in a RAP should seek advice rather than feel under pressure 
to just agree it. It should be reviewed regularly and updated if 
necessary as a result of changing circumstances, though again 
this should be through consultation with and the agreement of the 

jobholder. 

Seek advice and representation – if you’re a PCS mem-
ber, then you are entitled to support and representation 
from the union. 

If your attendance is considered a cause for concern by 
your manager, then seek a rep immediately. Get represen-
tation as early as possible – a Stage One is not just 
‘routine’ and needs to be challenged as readily as a Stage 
Three! 

If you’re a manager and you feel under undue pressure 

from your own manager to put somebody on formal action 

where it’s not warranted, then speak to a rep. We need to 

challenge the culture where managers feel forced to take 

these decisions due to threats and harassment as much as 

the decisions themselves.  

Sickness absence: some facts 

“...but did you think of my Annual Working Days’ Lost target 

before you decided to have a disability?” 
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Posthumous award for Frank Doran 

Last year, the PCS North West AGM vot-
ed to establish a new award in honour of 
Frank Doran, the Branch Chair of Bootle 
Taxes who sadly passed away in January 
2014. 

We are proud to announce that the first 
winner of that award is here in Frank’s 
branch. Sarah Malone, office secretary in 
the Triad Contact Centre, was confirmed 
as the winner. 

In recognition of Frank’s role not only as a 
fantastic and well respected union rep but 
also a mentor to many new activists who 
went on to play important roles in the un-
ion, the award recognises the achieve-
ments of new activists in the North West 
who have made a mark in their first year 
as a union rep. 

Sarah was nominated because she has 
made a significant impact in the short time 

she has been a rep. She has taken on a 
variety of roles both in the office and be-
yond, offered help and support to many 
members, and always strived to increase 
her knowledge and experience. 

Sarah said she was “elated” to receive the 
award. 

The award was presented at the PCS 
North West AGM on Thursday 18 June. 

Sarah Malone wins Frank Doran Award 

Every year, PCS Conference recognises 
the work of reps who have left the union, 
particularly those with long service who 
have made a mark beyond their own 

branch. 

This year, our former branch chair Frank 
Doran was honoured with a posthumous 
Distinguished Life Membership (DLM) 
award. This was collected on his behalf 
by Frank’s long time friend Mal Blinston, 
also a founder of our branch and recipi-
ent of a DLM in his own right. This 
award was undoubtedly a high point of 
Conference and the only regret was that 
Frank could not collect the award him-

self. 

Conference gave a standing ovation to 
the ‘Bootle boys,’ whose impact on our 
branch and its reputation as a militant, 
fighting branch will no doubt continue to 

be felt as long as Bootle Taxes exists. 
Mal Blinston with his and Frank Doran’s Distinguished Life Membership awards 

NEC member Lawrence Dunne presents Sarah Malone with the Frank Doran Award 
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The Trade Union Bill: the latest Tory assault on organised workers’ rights

No sooner than they had gained a 
parliamentary majority, the Tories 
announced plans for even more 
restrictions on trade unions’ right to 
lawfully take strike action. 

The Trade Union Bill, set to be pre-

sented to parliament in the autumn, 

is the culmination of a project be-

gun by Margaret Thatcher in the 

1980s. Both Edward Heath and 

Harold Wilson before her had failed 

to impose similar laws, but she suc-

ceeded by first taking on the most 

powerful unions and then legally 

constraining strike action. 

Thatcher’s laws are not actually 

‘anti-union’ as they are often de-

picted but specifically ‘anti-strike.’ 

This distinction may seem a pedan-

tic one, but it is incredibly important 

in understanding where we are and 

what response we need. 

The law sets out statutory rights for 

trade unions in regards to repre-

sentation, consultation, and facility 

and training time for union repre-

sentatives. The reasons for this are 

borne out in studies showing that 

union recognition can save employ-

ers money, avert industrial action 

and benefit the economy. 

By contrast, strikes cannot be 

called in mass meetings or happen 

the same day. Secret postal ballots 

are required, a week’s notice has to 

be given, and there are various oth-

er legal and bureaucratic hoops to 

jump through in order to call work-

ers out on strike. 

The effect of all this isn’t so much 

to hinder trade unionism but to hin-

der a specific brand of trade union-

ism.  

Thatcher’s laws promoted a moder-

ating, service-provider model of 

trade unionism. Individual problems 

are channeled into clearly-defined 

grievance and discipline proce-

dures instead of being collectivised. 

Negotiations and the process of 

entering into a dispute with an em-

ployer are riddled with bureaucracy 

and largely detached from the 

workplace. Providing insurance, 

consumer savings and other such 

products is now as much a part of 

trade unions as collective bargain-

ing.

Defeating or defying this new bill, 

then, means reviving the industrial 

model of trade unionism. Where 

workers stand together as one and 

where the fight to improve condi-

tions is rooted in the workplace and 

not the union office.

Such a revival is long overdue.

In context: the number of days lost per year to strike action are at a historic low

If the workers take a notion, 

They can stop all speeding 

trains; 

Every ship upon the ocean 

They can tie with mighty 

chains. 

Every wheel in the creation, 

Every mine and every mill, 

Fleets and armies of the na-

tion, 

Will at their command stand 

still.  

- Joe Hill 

Workers of the World, Awaken! 
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The Trade Union Bill: the latest Tory assault on organised workers’ rights 

What’s changing? 

In full, the main changes are: 

 The requirement that a strike ballot must 
have at least a 50% turnout in order to 
provide a lawful mandate for industrial ac-

tion; 

 In “important public services,” the require-
ment that on top of a 50% turnout the ac-
tion must have been voted for by 40% of 
those eligible to vote. In practice, with a 
50% turnout, this would necessitate a mini-

mum 80% support for action; 

 The requirement to provide fourteen rather 
than seven days’ notice to the employer of 

any action; 

 The expiration of an industrial action man-
date four months after the date of the bal-

lot; 

 The requirement that any picket line must 
have an appointed picket supervisor, who 
will give their details to the police, be pre-
sent or available to attend throughout the 
picket, be visibly identifiable and carry a 
letter of authorisation from the union that 
they have to show on request to the police 

or to anybody else who asks to see it; 

 The requirement that all unions with a polit-
ical fund must not only ballot members on 
the fund’s existence every five years, as 
the law already requires, but also ask each 
individual member whether they wish to 

pay into the fund every five years; 

 The requirement on unions to include an 
audit of protests and pickets in their annual 
returns to the Certification Officer, with 
extra powers to the Certification Officer to 
impose levies and penalties if these re-

quirements are not complied with; 

 The requirement for all public sector em-
ployers to publish how much time their 
employees who are union reps spend on 
trade union duties (‘facility time’) and the 
cost of this time from the pay bill, and re-
serve powers for the government to im-

pose restrictions on these amounts. 

The bill also imposes extra technical require-

ments on unions in how a ballot is run and 

how the result is notified.  

trade unionism. Individual problems 

defined 

dures instead of being collectivised. 

Negotiations and the process of 

ployer are riddled with bureaucracy 

and largely detached from the 

workplace. Providing insurance, 

consumer savings and other such 

products is now as much a part of 

trade unions as collective bargain-

ing. 

Defeating or defying this new bill, 

then, means reviving the industrial 

model of trade unionism. Where 

workers stand together as one and 

where the fight to improve condi-

tions is rooted in the workplace and 

not the union office. 

Such a revival is long overdue. 

In context: the number of days lost per year to strike action are at a historic low 

Petition 

A petition calling for the scrapping of the 
trade union bill already has more than 
60,000 signatures and there will be a 
lobby of parliament to oppose the bill on 

2 November. 

http://action.sumofus.org/a/trade-
unions-cameron/ 

We have repeatedly asked 

ministers to work with us to 

make it easier for people to 

vote in workplaces and us-

ing technology, and they 

have refused. 

This is not an attack on 

trade unions, it is an attack 

on society as a whole, as we 

know that weaker unions 

means greater inequality. 

- Mark Serwotka, 

PCS General Secretary 



I’m lovin’ it? 
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As reasons we shouldn’t complain about 
our lot in HMRC go, ‘at least it’s not 

McDonald’s’ isn’t the most convincing. 

Yet, we learned during the recent pay 
meetings, that’s exactly what  Benefits & 
Credits management thought was the 
pick me up staff morale needed. So a 
poster went up listing jobs that were 
worse paid and had worse conditions 

than us. 

If you don’t see what’s wrong with that, 
try the same trick in McDonald’s, telling 

them not to grumble because at least 

they’re not in a prison chain gang. 

Besides which, why are we better off? 
The answer lies in the union organisation 

McDonald’s staff lack and that we have. 

Needless to say, PCS reps soon got the 
poster taken down. Because if we know 
about something, then we can do some-

thing about it! 

So the lesson is simple. Don’t accept 

things as they are. Organise! 

News in brief 

Maximus pay win 

PCS members working for multinational 
Maximus have won pay rises of at least 
15% after a campaign for the living 

wage alongside sister union Prospect. 

The offer simplifies pay scales, allows 
for open pay progression, and harmo-

nises terms and conditions for all staff. 

Jas Mcguinness, secretary of the PCS 
CHDA branch, said: "It can only be a 
good news story when our lowest paid 
members move from £15,600 to 
£20,000 per annum and this shows the 

value of being unionised." 

 

National Gallery staff start indefi-
nite strike 

PCS members at the National Gallery in 
London have started indefinite strike 
action in an ongoing fight against privat-

isation. 

The dispute saw rep Candy Udwin 
sacked by bosses for daring to speak 
up for members. Her reinstatement is a 
key demand of the campaign which has 
seen 52 days of strike action so far this 

year. 

For more information on the action and 

how to donate to their strike fund see 

ngnotforsale.wordpress.com 

 

The slow death of Performance 
Management 

Accenture, one of the largest compa-
nies in the world, has scrapped its an-

nual performance review for its staff. 

It has become the latest in a line of 
companies realising that a forced rank-
ings performance management is a 
waste of time, money and effort which 
does nothing to drive better perfor-

mance among employees. 

The system remains in place in the civil 
service, which has a habit of praising 
outdated private sector practices as 
‘progress’ and in any case only wants 
the system to help get rid of the ‘bottom 

10%’ of staff. 

Zero hour civil servants 

Puppet strings: zero hour contracts 

A leaked Cabinet Office document has 
revealed plans to rehire former civil serv-

ants on zero hour contracts. 

100,000 civil service jobs are set to be 
axed over the next five years. With de-
partments and workers already stretched 
to breaking point, this will only make 
things much worse. The plan is to mask 

this by trapping retired and redundant 

civil servants in employment limbo. 

On the one hand, those hired will be 
completely beholden to their employer: 
"You are required to work reserve hours 
when requested and will be given at 
least [24 hours'] notice if your shift is to 
begin earlier or end later than previously 
stated, and at least [48 hours'] notice if 
you are required to work on an un-

rostered day." 

On the other hand, they would have no 
job security whatsoever: “Departments 
should take care to avoid scheduling 
hours that may create a situation where 
employees are entitled to claim perma-
nent status, and the rights that are asso-

ciated with it.” 

This is just another step in the devalua-
tion and casualisation of our jobs. And 
we should be under no illusion that, as 
bad as it is for those exploited this way, 
this will also be a way to undercut the 
conditions of whoever manages to keep 

a permanent job as well. 
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With the Tories in power for another five 
years, this time with a majority, it’s easy to 
despair. Everything good about our work-
ing lives (and in many cases our non-
working lives) is going to come under 
fierce attack, if it isn’t already. 

But things aren’t as hopeless as they 
might seem. Here’s five reasons to fight, 
no matter how battle-weary you might 
feel… 

1. Things have been far worse 

The people who started off the workers’ 
movement faced far steeper odds than we 
ever did. 

You won’t be imprisoned and deported for 
joining a union. You won’t be shot by po-
lice or the army for standing on a picket 
line. You won’t be arrested, locked up or 
violently attacked for standing up for your 
rights. 

Trade unionists of the past faced all of 
these things, and more. But still they 
fought – and won! 

2. Things could still be better 

But of course that doesn’t mean we 
should rest on our laurels, or worse use 
the fact that things could be worse for not 
demanding better. 

British workers work the longest hours in 
Europe. Even in an office rather than a 
factory, it has a severe effect on our 
health. Stress, depression and mental 
health problems are increasing as a result 
of work and over-work, while we’re thou-
sands of pounds worse off for it than we 
were only five years ago. 

If we accept that, then we accept things 
getting worse too. 

3. There is power in a union 

Everything we’ve already got that the 
bosses are trying to take away was won. 

Health and safety and employment rights 
laws, annual leave entitlements, maternity 
and sick pay rights, flexi and more was 
the result of trade unions organising, cam-
paigning, taking action and making collec-
tive demands. Even the right to be in a 
union is a right that workers won by 
fighting for it. 

Nothing was given, but it can be taken 
away if we stop fighting. 

4. That power can still win 

The common narrative of the boss class is 
that even if trade unions were good for 
something, they’re now a relic of the past. 
They’re not needed any more. 

How true is that? Ask the “dinosaurs” in 
the RMT, who continue to win improve-
ments in and fend off attacks on their pay 
and conditions through collective action. 
Or PCS members in the Land Registry 
who successfully stopped privatisation 
through striking and campaigning. Or 
IWGB members who have won the living 
wage in a number of low paid, precarious 
jobs through determined union action. To 
name but a few. 

On the other end of the scale, ask non-
union workers scraping by on the mini-
mum wage in any number of jobs how 
well the bosses treat them without a union 
in the way, 

5. The union is all of us 

When talking about what the union can 
do, there’s a variety of interpretations of 
what ‘the union’ is. 

But the union isn’t people like Mark Ser-
wotka, paid a huge salary to be the public 
face of PCS. It’s not even the reps, who 
volunteer their own time alongside their 
day job to provide advice and representa-
tion and talk to management. It’s all of us 
– 50 thousand in HMRC, 200 thousand 
across the civil service, and seven million 
across all industry. 

A union is, at its heart, simply the collec-

tive voice of those of us who keep socie-
ty’s wheels turning. 

And if we aren’t listened to, we can make 
those wheels stop. 
 

Austerity by numbers 

1% 

the maximum pay rise civil servants can 
expect in the next four years 

£2,300 

how much less, on average, civil service 
pay is worth than in 2010 

£80 million 

the amount HMRC’s budget is being re-
duced by for 2015-16. 

100,000 

the number of civil service jobs up for the 
chop in the next five years 

80,000 

the number of civil service jobs lost since 
2010 

14,200 

the number of jobs lost in HMRC since 
2010 

Five reasons to organise and fight 
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Sudoku (Medium, difficulty rating 0.47) 

The PCS fighting fund supports members 
taking industrial action. 

We are asking all members to make a 
voluntary donation of £2 a month. 

Sustained targeted industrial action has 
proved a successful tool in trade union 
disputes throughout history, but has to be 
funded to ensure members involved are 
not left in poverty. 

You can donate by:  

 Writing a cheque for  £24 made 
payable to PCS fighting fund 
levy and sending it to PCS Fi-
nance Department, Freepost, 
BFH1003, 160 Falcon Road, Lon-
don, SW11 2BR 

 Completing a direct debit form, 
available online at: pcs.org.uk/en/
campaigns/fighting-fund/
fighting-fund.cfm 
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